Buffalo Bayou Partnership (BBP) creates and stewards Houston’s iconic waterfront. Audio Tour

Parking
Food
Restrooms
Information

Trail Segment Distances

Green Tree Footpath
(no bikes, scooters, or rollerblades)

Planned Hike and Bike Trail

Buffalo Bayou Park Hours

or call

For visitor center hours and bike or kayak/canoe rental

Tiel Way

Parker St

NATURE PLAY AREA

Feldman Gateway

Dickson St

Hamill Foundation

O’Reilly St

Los/t.ss01

Waugh Bat Colony

and the Fountain Gardens a gift from River Oaks Garden Club.

Green Tree Nature Area is located just south of Memorial

Houston landscape architect Charles Tapley designed this inspirational site in the late one.osf/nine/osf/seven.osf/zero.osfs featuring a bayou

BBP later added a wetland, native Texas prairie,

two-acre dog paradise features the Kinder Pond and washing

areas. BBP later added a wetland, native Texas prairie,

its signature Bud Light Amphitheater lawn and Nau Family

spaces for recreation and relaxation. Other points of interest

Designed by L’Observatoire and Stephen Korns, Buffalo Bayou’s signature

Artwork

For tickets visit buffalobayou.org.

Tours and art installations are offered in the Cistern.

The Water Works
at 105 Sabine St

evenings after

please visit

as an individual (ages /nine.osf and up) or if you are interested in bringing a group,

care of inclusive green spaces such as Buffalo Bayou

its signature Bud Light Amphitheater lawn and Nau Family

Here we go again! We are trying to help you improve the quality of this text, so please help us in the following ways:
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James Baker gazes across Buffalo Bayou at a similar statue photo panels. The bronze statue of former Secretary of State This /two.osf/two.osf-acre park is the centerpiece of downtown's Theater to the park.

Houston artist John Runnels greet visitors at major park hike and bike trails, lush landscaping, boat landing, and

As Houston's founding place and original port, Allen's Discovery Green

Boats also grace the entrances and the Lunar Cycle by local artist team ttweak. John Runnels' stainless steel as Houston Harbor Blvd

Perhaps the finest example of textured concrete artistry in

The channel, in combination with the railroads, deep water navigation. The channel, in combination with the railroads, to deep water navigation. The channel, in combination with the railroads,